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The vehicle driving depicted herein is unrealistic and is potentially dangerous 
in real life. Do not try these driving maneuvers when on the road. Depictions of 
motorcycles and cars racing against each other are unrealistic and must not be 
attempted in real life while on a public road, closed course, racetrack, or in any 
other situation. Always obey federal, state, and local traffic laws and make sure 
you are properly licensed. When riding a motorcycle in real life, always wear a 
helmet, eye protection, and protective clothing.

  WaRnInG Before playing this game, read the Xbox 360 Instruction  
Manual and any peripheral manuals for important safety and health information. 
Keep all manuals for future reference. For replacement manuals, see  
www.xbox.com/support or call Xbox Customer Support.

ImportantHealthWarningaboutPlayingVideoGames
Photosensitive	Seizures
A very small percentage of people may experience a seizure when exposed to 
certain visual images, including flashing lights or patterns that may appear in 
video games. Even people who have no history of seizures or epilepsy may have 
an undiagnosed condition that can cause these “photosensitive epileptic seizures” 
while watching video games. 
These seizures may have a variety of symptoms, including lightheadedness, 
altered vision, eye or face twitching, jerking or shaking of arms or legs, 
disorientation, confusion, or momentary loss of awareness. Seizures may also 
cause loss of consciousness or convulsions that can lead to injury from falling 
down or striking nearby objects. 
Immediately stop playing and consult a doctor if you experience any of these 
symptoms. Parents should watch for or ask their children about the above 
symptoms—children and teenagers are more likely than adults to experience 
these seizures. The risk of photosensitive epileptic seizures may be reduced by 
taking the following precautions: Sit farther from the screen; use a smaller screen; 
play in a well-lit room; and do not play when you are drowsy or fatigued.
If you or any of your relatives have a history of seizures or epilepsy, consult a 
doctor before playing.
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WelCome
ToPGR4

If you’re ready for the ride of your life, you’ve come to the right place. 
Welcome to Project Gotham Racing® 4, home of more than 120 of 
the world’s fastest, most expensive, most desirable, and most iconic 
cars and bikes.

afestivalofspeed&style
As you hurtle around the globe, competing against an international 
line-up of the world’s most stylish competitors, you’ll have the chance 
to make a mark not only for yourself, but also for the country you 
choose to represent.

Whether it’s the familiar haunts of London, Las Vegas, Tokyo, 
New York City, and Nürburgring, or exotic new locations including 
Shanghai, St. Petersburg, Macau, and Quebec, you’ll soon be swept 
up in the excitement of world-class competition on a global scale.

Carsvs.bikes–letthebattlebegin
Which is cooler—two wheels or four? For the first time ever, PGR® 4 
lets you decide.

Whether you’re hugging the handle bars or clutching the steering 
wheel, be prepared to crank your performance up a notch as the  
on-track action intensifies like never before.

WindshieldWipersRequired...
If you’re the kind of competitor who can keep a grip on things  
while everyone around you is losing theirs, you’ll be set for success 
in PGR 4.

With dynamic weather systems that may change during an event, 
track conditions can quickly become treacherous, and it’s up to you 
to navigate cleanly through fog, rain, ice, and snow as you fight your 
way to the finish line.

YouR
Goal

Your goal in PGR 4 is simple: Achieve the Number One Driver 
ranking, which identifies you as the most skilled of PGR 4 players. 
Your Gotham	Career rank and your Xbox LIVE® TrueSkill™ rating 
are the ultimate measures of your racing ability.

To increase your rank, race in Gotham	Career mode. For more 
information, see pages 20-21.

To improve your Xbox LIVE TrueSkill rating, race against others in 
Ranked	Matches mode with Xbox LIVE®. For more information, see 
pages 23-24.

KudosaretheKey
You may think you’ve got great Kudos moves when you’re competing 
on four wheels, but just wait until you see what you can do on two.

The Kudos system, which rewards you for driving with fearless style, 
remains the heart and soul of PGR 4.

And now the Kudos system has been customized to recognize  
and reward classic bike-rider maneuvers including wheelies, endos,  
and more.

For details on the Kudos system, see pages 10-14.
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IConICCaRs&
blazInGbIKes

Feel the thrill of riding the world’s hottest bikes as you slice and dice 
your way through a pack of opponents.

Or, climb behind the wheel of a classic car and careen your way past 
cones, crowds, and competitors while racking up Kudos. 

Whatever ride you choose, PGR 4 has what it takes to rocket you to 
the top of the rankings ladder.

VehicleClasses
PGR 4 features seven distinct vehicle classes that range from 
vintage classics to the world’s hottest superbikes, meatiest muscle 
cars, and more.

The cars and bikes are grouped according to their performance 
numbers. This means that all the vehicles you’re competing against 
in a certain class, whether they be bikes, trucks, or cars, will be 
evenly matched in terms of power and performance.

unlockingCars&bikes
In PGR 4, your hard work really does pay off, because you can use 
the Kudos you’ve earned to unlock cars, bikes, tracks, and other 
unexpected treats.

A big Kudos Bank account means that you’ll have more to choose 
from when you take a cruise by the Cool Wall to see what’s available 
in your Kudos price range.

To view the Cool Wall and peruse its offerings, choose PGR	Shop 
from the main game menu.

WinningCars&bikes
In Gotham	Career	mode, you have the opportunity to compete in 
special Invitational events that, in some cases, offer bikes and cars 
(not Kudos) as the reward for a job well done.

ViewingYourVehicles
When you want to admire all of the horsepower you’ve packed on, 
visit PGR	Shop to see all the cars and bikes you’ve collected. You 
can find PGR	Shop on the main game menu.
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A
X

Y
B

_ Change	camera

L Steer

< Back

l Music	controls C Look	around

 ` Toggle	driver	names

Launch	Xbox	Guide

] Brake/AutoReverse	
	 (if	stopped)

Car/Bike

Car

X Shift	down/							
AutoReverse	(if	stopped)

Bike

x Accelerate

A	Drift

B	Taunt/Show	off

L Steer/Wheelie/		
	 Endo

Y	Shift	up

> Pause

To change your controller layout, choose Options from the main 
game menu, and then choose Controllers.

A Use	handbrake

CaR&bIKe
ConTRols
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Game
sCReen(HuD)

Total	Kudos

Current	Kudos

Tachometer

Circuit	map Current	gear

Current	speed

Lap	counter	

Current	lap	time

Current	position

Kudos	Stars
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eaRnInG
KuDos
Kudos Defined

Kudos measure the style, speed, skill, and daring you demonstrate 
when racing. For a complete list of Kudos, see pages 12-14.

Kudosstars
When you perform a stylish maneuver during a race, you earn a 
certain number of Kudos that display on-screen as you complete  
the move.

New to PGR 4 is the Kudos Stars rating system, which awards you 
between one and five Kudos Stars. The more expertly you execute 
your Kudos maneuver, and in some cases, the longer you can 
sustain the move, the more Kudos Stars you’ll see.

In the Superstar event, your entire goal is to earn as many Kudos 
Stars as you can before time runs out. If things go well, you should 
be starry-eyed before the timer ticks down.

spendingYourKudosbankbalance
After you’ve banked a certain number of Kudos, you can use them 
to pay a visit to the Cool Wall, where you can purchase new tracks, 
cars, bikes, helmets, and more. The more Kudos you can put in the 
Bank, the more options you have.

To check your Kudos Bank balance and see what you can buy  
with your hard-earned Kudos, choose PGR	Shop	from the main 
game menu.

XboxlIVeKudos
You earn Kudos for racing on Xbox LIVE in exactly the same way 
you do in Single Player racing.
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KuDos
lIsT
GeneralKudos

Clean	Section Drive cleanly through a designated section.

Two	Wheels Get two wheels off the ground.

Cone	Gate Drive cleanly between two cones. 

Air Get all four wheels off the ground (cars and  
trucks only).

speedKudos

Cornering

Follow the perfect racing line through a corner. 
Cornering Kudos are awarded based on your 
deceleration and angle of entry into the corner, how 
close you come to the apex in the middle,  
and your speed coming out of the corner.

Speed
Achieve and then maintain a target speed. The 
longer you can maintain the target speed, the more 
Kudos you earn.

styleKudos

E-Drift
Come into the corner too fast, and then apply the  
handbrake to transfer weight off of the rear tire(s). 
Apply power and countersteer to maintain the slide.

Braking	Drift
Come into the corner too fast, and then apply the 
brake to transfer weight off of the rear tire(s). Apply 
power and countersteer to maintain the slide.

Feint	Drift
Turn gently out of the corner as you approach, and 
then turn sharply into the corner using the vehicle’s 
inertia to push the tires sideways across the track.

Power	Drift Turn gently out of the corner as you approach, and 
then turn sharply and apply a lot of power.

Powerslide Initiate a slide by applying a lot of power as you’re 
coming out of a corner.

RacingKudos

Overtake Pass an opponent.

Fastest	Lap
Record the fastest lap in any event. If you do it 
twice in a single event (beat your own fastest lap), 
you get twice the Kudos.

Drafting Follow closely behind another car or bike and use 
the slipstream this creates to close the gap.

Front-Runner
Grab the first place spot at any point in a race 
event. If you lose the lead and then gain it back, 
you’ll double your Front-Runner Kudos.

Top	Speed Record the fastest speed in any event.

endofRaceKudos

Untouchable
Pull off the ultimate clean sweep—complete an 
event without colliding with anything, including other 
cars, cones, bikes, or barriers.

Clean	Racer
Keep it clean—earn Kudos by avoiding crashing 
into anything for the duration of  
the race.
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bIKe
KuDos

Wheelie
Lift the front wheel of your bike and balance on  
the rear wheel. The longer you can hold it, the more 
Kudos you rack up.

Endo
Lift the back wheel of your bike and balance on the 
front wheel. The longer you can hold it, the more 
Kudos you claim.

Bike	Drift Execute a controlled slide of any kind.

TRaCKInGYouR
PRoGRess

In addition to Kudos and Kudos Stars, Xbox 360 Achievements and 
leaderboards give you another way to track and recognize your 
progress in playing PGR 4.

Xbox360achievements
You earn Xbox 360 Achievements when you reach certain key, 
memorable milestones such as winning a race in rain, fog, or snow, 
trading paint with every opponent in a race, or completing a Hot  
Lap in Arcade mode without ever touching your brake (just to name 
a few).

You can check out both the available Xbox 360 Achievements and 
the ones you’ve earned by pressing the Xbox Guide button on  
your controller.

leaderboards
The PGR 4 leaderboards keep track of your performance in both 
Gotham	Career mode and on Xbox LIVE. If you are connected to 
Xbox LIVE, you can check the leaderboards before each event to 
see the top players’ results (and where you rank, if you’ve previously 
completed that event).

After a race, the leaderboards are updated automatically, so you can 
see how you compare to the top drivers and riders. If you finish in the 
Top 10, a replay of your performance will be uploaded automatically 
to the Xbox LIVE leaderboards.
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eVenT
TYPes

PGR 4 includes a wide range of racing challenges and events 
designed to push your driving and riding skills to the limit.

speedevents

Super	Cone	
Sprint

Navigate cleanly through a course marked by cones 
before time runs out. Suffer a time penalty if you go 
out of bounds.

Breakthrough
Hurtle through a series of checkpoints, and then 
cross the finish line before time runs out. Each time 
you clear a checkpoint, time is added to the clock.

Cone	Sprint
Navigate through a series of cone gates as quickly 
as possible. Suffer a time penalty when you miss  
a gate.

Hot	Lap
It’s all you. Race a single lap from a rolling start  
with the goal of completing the lap within the 
specified target lap time. 

Timed	Run Complete the course as quickly as possible.

Time	vs.	
Kudos

Complete a circuit before time runs out. Earning 
Kudos stops the clock and buys you more time to 
get to the finish line.

Speed	
Challenge

Are you ready for your close-up? Achieve a 
combined speed goal by driving past a series of 
speed cameras without crashing.

Racingevents

Superstar Earn as many Kudos Stars as you can before time 
runs out.

Eliminator
Race against a group of vehicles through multiple 
laps on a circuit. The car that is in last place each 
time the timer hits zero is eliminated from the race.

Street	Race

Old school PGR racing. Race against multiple 
opponents while trying to achieve the target 
position. The target position differs depending on 
the medal for which you’re competing.

One	on	One
Race wheel to wheel against a single opponent. 
The winner is the one who makes it to the finish  
line first.

Overtake

Let them eat dust. On a short track, pass as many 
cars as possible before time runs out. If you really 
go on a tear, you can pass the same car multiple 
times and earn credit each time.

styleevents
In PGR 4 style events, your focus is on earning Kudos by showing 
style and skill while racing solo.

Cone	Attack Drive the racing line that is defined by a line of 
cones and hit a target number of cones.

Kudos	
Challenge Earn a target amount of a specified type of Kudos.
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aRCaDe
moDe

In Arcade	Mode, your focus shifts from moving up in the rankings to 
collecting bright, shiny objects in the form of Platinum, Gold, Silver, 
Bronze, and Steel medals.

Arcade	Mode consists of 10 chapters, each of which contains six 
individual racing events.

YourGoal
Your goal in eight of the 10 chapters in Arcade	Mode is to earn a 
total of 12 medals for that chapter. 

And, there’s a catch to make it interesting: You must earn six of 
the medals driving a car, and the other six while riding a bike that 
belongs to the same vehicle class.

Arcade	Mode also features one chapter that focuses solely on bikes 
and one that sticks with cars. To complete these chapters, you only 
need to rack up six medals, rather than 12.

CusTom
maTCH

Custom	Match is the free-form game mode in PGR 4 where you can 
race almost any car or bike on any track in any city in any weather 
condition. You can also choose how many laps and how many 
competitors you’ll be going up against.

You can set up Street Race and Eliminator events in Custom	Match. 
The Custom	Match versions of these two event types work just 
as they do in Single Player and online versions (see page 17 for 
details), except that you can’t earn Kudos.

TIme
aTTaCK

When you race in Time	Attack, you can forget about showing off 
your slick moves—the Kudos counter is turned off and there are no 
opponents to pester you. It’s just you, a ticking timer, and a simple 
goal: pure speed.

In Time	Attack, you can drive any car and ride any bike featured in 
PGR 4, and you can take to the streets on any track in any city. 

There’s just one catch. The only way to unlock the tracks is to rack 
up enough Kudos to claim Track Packs from the Cool Wall. Each 
Track Pack includes a number of themed tracks. 
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GoTHam
CaReeR

In Gotham	Career mode, you compete against drivers and riders 
of all skill levels in a complete racing season that encompasses 46 
Championship Series, three Majors, and several Invitational events.

Each Championship Series on the Race Calendar is made up 
of individual events in locations that span the globe. Complete 
the unlocked events to open up more events in the same Series. 
Complete all events in a Series to unlock the next one.

CareerRatings&Ranks
In Gotham	Career mode, you start as an Amateur-rated racer 
in the 72nd ranked spot, the bottom rung of the Gotham Career 
leaderboard.

Finish an event in the top three, and you’ll earn Position Kudos in 
addition to any on-track Kudos you’ve racked up. The player with the 
most Kudos at the end of each Championship Series is declared the 
winner. Your reward: Gotham Career Points. 

As you compete in and win events, you’ll earn Gotham Career Points 
that will move you up in the ranks and improve your rating.

Each event has a rating associated with it. You automatically qualify 
to enter events that at least match your current rating. An event’s 
rating also determines which cars and bikes are available.

here’s the rundown on the ratings. 

Master The cream-of-the-crop—Skilled racers who are 
ranked in the Top 22 on the leaderboard. 

Hot	Shot Proven winners who are ranked between 23rd and 
44th on the leaderboard. 

Professional Up-and-coming contenders who are ranked 
between 45th and 60th on the leaderboard.

Amateur Rookie racers who are ranked between 61st and 
72nd on the leaderboard.

Invitationals
Depending on how well you progress through the season, you may 
occasionally be invited to race in special Invitational events that do 
not appear on the race season calendar.

Although no Gotham Career Points are awarded in Invitational 
events, you still earn Kudos, and there are other rewards that will 
make competing in Invitational events worth your while. These 
rewards include new cars, bikes, and in some cases, wildcards, 
which you can use to enter Championship events you might not 
otherwise be qualified for.

majors
At three points during the racing season, you’ll have the opportunity 
to raise the stakes (and your ranking) by competing in Major 
Championship Tournaments that offer even bigger Kudos rewards  
for your on-track success.

the majors can be structured in one of three ways. 

Knockout	
Tournaments

Compete against up to seven other racers in a 
series of heats. In the first round of heats, the top 
four racers move on, but it gets tougher to stay in 
contention through the quarter- and semi-finals. And 
in the final, of course, the winner takes all.

Cut	
Tournaments

Compete in a series of heats in which only the top 
half of the field advances to the next round.

Global	Cup	
Tournaments

Global Cup Tournaments work just like Knockout 
Tournaments, except that, to qualify, you must 
compete in a Street Race against all other drivers/
riders from the same nation. Only the first-place 
winner moves on to represent your nation.
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RaCInGWITH
GHosTs

A Ghost, which is a replay of a previous Time	Attack event, appears 
as a semi-transparent image of a car or bike that races at the same 
time you do. Your car or bike can pass through the Ghost image 
without crashing. 

PGR 4 automatically saves a Ghost of all of the best performances 
among Xbox LIVE PGR 4 competitors in each Time	Attack event. 
When you’re connected to Xbox LIVE, you can use PGR	On	
Demand to download and then race against these leaderboard-
worthy performances.

You can also race against your friends’ Ghosts to check out their 
moves and to see which car or bike they used to set a fast lap time. 

savingGhosts
To save a Ghost of your best performance in any Time	Attack event, 
choose Save	Best	Ghost from the main menu that appears at the 
conclusion of the event.

Ghostmanager
With the Ghost	Manager, you can load up to three Ghosts at a time 
to race against in Time	Attack mode. To load one or more Ghosts, 
choose Ghost	Manager from the main Time	Attack menu.

uploadingGhoststoPGRonDemand
When you’re ready to make your racing prowess public, you can 
upload your Ghost directly to	PGR	On	Demand, which makes it 
available to everyone on your friends list and fellow PGR 4 racers 
from around the world.

You can also download your friends’ Ghosts to see if their 
performances really do live up to all that trash talking.

You must be connected to Xbox LIVE in order to share Ghosts.

XboX
lIVe

Play anyone and everyone, anytime, anywhere on Xbox LIVE. Build 
your profile (your gamer card). Chat with your friends. Download 
content at Xbox LIVE Marketplace. Send and receive voice and 
video messages. Get connected and join the revolution.

Connecting
Before you can use Xbox LIVE, connect your Xbox 360TM console to  
a high-speed Internet connection and sign up to become an Xbox 
LIVE member. For more information about connecting, and to 
determine whether Xbox LIVE is available in your region, go to  
www.xbox.com/live.

familysettings
These easy and flexible tools enable parents and caregivers to 
decide which games young game players can access based on 
the content rating. For more information, go to www.xbox.com/
familysettings.

PGR4CommunityWebsite
Another great way to connect with PGR 4 fans around the world 
is to visit the official PGR 4 community and statistics web site,	
www.pgrnations.com. Not only will you find discussion forums, 
interviews, and gameplay tips, leaderboards, but you can expand 
your gameplay experience with leaderboards, tournament 
information, Photo Mode downloads, personalized stats and 
comparisons, and more. You’re not a true Gotham fanatic unless 
you’ve checked out www.pgrnations.com!
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RanKeD
maTCHes

The Ranked	Matches	mode in PGR 4 is where you get the chance 
to show off your slick style and speed skills to your friends and 
opponents on Xbox LIVE... not to mention a worldwide audience 
watching your hottest moves on PGR	On	Demand.

onlineChampionships
After you’ve connected to Xbox LIVE, you can select from several 
preset Online Championship race scenarios and then choose the car 
or bike you want to race with. Xbox LIVE will match you with players 
who have similar TrueSkill ratings and who have selected  
a comparable car and the same scenario.

YourTrueskillRating
When you play PGR 4 on Xbox LIVE, your race performances and 
achievements are tracked and calculated to create your TrueSkill 
rating, which is used to determine your ranking among other Xbox 
LIVE racers worldwide.

Your TrueSkill rating is designed to be a true measure of your PGR 
4 online driving skills and is used to match you with similarly skilled 
players for online competition.

As your TrueSkill rating changes, so does the name associated 
with it. For example, you might start out as a Newcomer, Rookie, 
or Novice before working your way up to the rarefied world of the 
Expert, Master, Gotham Hero, and Gotham Star.

PGRon
DemanD

With PGR	On	Demand, you can share the glory of your greatest on-
track performances with not only your closest friends and rivals, but 
also with a global PGR 4 audience.

In addition, you can download photos, replays, and Ghosts that your 
friends and other PGR 4 players have uploaded to the PGR	On	
Demand server.

You must be connected to Xbox LIVE in order to share replays, 
photos, and other items, or to vote for your favorites using PGR		
On	Demand.

Voting&searching
PGR 4 includes a voting system that lets you rate items such as 
photos and replays.

PGR 4 also offers a search tool that lets you specify exactly what 
you’re looking for. For example, you can search for the most popular 
photos or videos based on the voting results, or search for every 
available photo of your favorite red Ferrari.

slideshows
You can use your favorite PGR 4 photos to create a slideshow that 
displays on your TV screen.

To set up your slideshow, choose PGR	On	Demand from the main 
game menu, and then choose Slideshow.
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PlaYInG
musIC

While racing, you can listen to songs from the official PGR 4 playlist. 
To view the playlist, choose Options, and then Music from the main 
game menu.

If you want more control over the music you hear, you have a couple 
of options for listening to your own music while you’re racing.

streamingmusicfromaPersonal
audioPlayer
to stream music from a personal audio player to your  
Xbox 360 console:

1. Connect the personal audio player to your Xbox 360 console  
  using a USB cable.

2. Configure the device to play through the USB port.

3. Go to the Xbox	Dashboard, and select Media.

4. Select Music.

5. Select Connected	Devices, and then select the music or playlist  
  to which you want to listen.

RippingmusictoYourXbox360
HardDrive
to rip music from a cD to your Xbox 360 hard drive:

1. Insert the music CD into your Xbox 360 disc drive.

2. In the Xbox	Dashboard, select Media.

3. Select Music.

4. Select Current	Disc, and then follow the on-screen instructions.
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Agonoid)
John Kennedy
Carl McQuillan
Gareth Richards
David Crossland

Balancing Team
Karl Theaker
Adam Jenkins
Sam Terrace
Paul Vallance
James Le-Noble
Paul Toomey
Paul Baker
Joseph Lennon 
Calum Horsfall

Bizarre	Management
Business Director

Brian Woodhouse
Commercial Director

Sarah Chudley
Operations Director

Michelle Langton
Development Manager

Peter Wallace
Producer

Peter O’Brien
Associate Producer

Chris D. Pickford
Art Production

Julie McGurren
Vehicle Production

Chris Speed
Design Manager

Gareth Wilson
Core Tech Manager

Ian Wilson
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• = Volt  • = Excell Data Corp • = The Lux Group
  • = Rompus Recordings • = Sound Motorsports

CaR&bIKe
CReDITs
The Rossion Q1 name, emblems and body designs are trademarks and intellectual property 
of 1G Racing and are used under license to Microsoft Corporation.
“Aprilia” and its vehicle names, emblems and body designs are trademarks and intellectual 
property of Piaggio & C. S.p.A. and are used under license to Microsoft Corporation.
Ariel and the Atom 300 Supercharged names, emblems and body designs are trademarks 
and intellectual property of Ariel Motor Company and are used under license to Microsoft 
Corporation.
Aston Martin, the characteristic Wings Device Logo, 1961 DB4 GT Zagato, 2005 V8 Vantage, 
2007 Vanquish S, and 2007 DBS are used under license from Aston Martin Lagonda Limited, 
Ford Motor Company.
“Aston Martin Racing” is a trade mark used under licence from Aston Martin Lagonda Limited.
Trademarks, design patents and copyrights are used with the approval of the owner AUDI AG.
Mini is a trademark of BMW AG. Licensed by British Motor Heritage Limited.  
Licensing Agent: LMI.
Approved and Licensed Product of Bentley Motors Limited. “Bentley” and “continental GT” 
names, emblems, body designs, etc. are trademarks/-names and/or the intellectual property 
right of Bentley Motors Limited, use thereof is licensed to Microsoft Corporation.
The BMW Trademarks are owned by BMW AG and are used under license.
BSA and the Gold Star names, emblems and body designs are trademarks and intellectual 
property of BSA Company Limited and are used under license to Microsoft Corporation.
Buick, Buick Tri-Shield Emblem and the Regal GNX are trademarks of General Motors 
Corporation and are used under license.
Cadillac, Cadillac Sixteen and the GM Design Center Emblem are trademarks of General 
Motors Corporation and are used under license.
The Sledgehammer Twin Turbo name, emblem and body design are trademarks and 
intellectual property of Callaway Cars Inc. and are used under license to Microsoft 
Corporation.
The Caparo T1 name, emblems and body designs are trademarks and intellectual property of 
T1 Cars Limited and are used under license to Microsoft Corporation.
2000 Caterham R500 name, emblems and body designs are trademarks and intellectual 
property of Caterham Cars Limited and are used under license to Microsoft Corporation.
CHEVROLET, Chevrolet BOW TIE Emblems, CORVETTE and VETTE, the Camaro Z28, the 
Corvette Stingray, the Corvette Z06 and the Corvette ZR1 are trademarks of General Motors 
Corporation and are used under license.
DeLorean and the DMC-12 names, emblems and body designs are trademarks and 
intellectual property of DeLorean Motor Company and are used under license to Microsoft 
Corporation.
Dodge and HEMI are trademarks of DaimlerChrylser Company LLC. Dodge Challenger 
Concept, Dodge Viper Competition Coupe, Dodge Viper GT-2 and their trade dress are used 
under license by Microsoft Corporation. © DaimlerChrysler Company LLC 2007.
Ducati Motor Holding S.p.A. official licensed product.
Produced under license of Ferrari Spa. FERRARI, the PRANCING HORSE device, all 
associated logos and distinctive designs are trademarks of Ferrari Spa. The body designs of 
the Ferrari cars are protected as Ferrari property under design, trademark and trade dress 
regulations.

Test Manager 
Peter McCabe

IT Manager
Paul Smith

PR & Web Dev Team
Ben Ward
Stuart Rutter

Office Administration Team
Lisa Dutton
Helen Smith
Daisy Langton

IT Engineers
Craig O’Hanlon
Tom ‘MiniMac’ Macdonald
Paul Mangham

Outsource
Additional Vehicle Artist

Ray Livings

Virtual	Mechanix
Managing Director

Chris Wise
Vehicle Artists

Josh Baré  
Tarran Booth
Jean-François Bouchard
Matthew Clark
James De Colling
Neal Harvey
Christof Kaspar
Yugu Lee
Ricardo Machuca
Darryl Mills
Andrew Porter

Red	Jade,	Inc
Art Management

Jeremy Price
Helmets

Taylor Kingston & Julio Ceron

Characters
Daniel Aberin, Kit Hoang,  
Jeff Ross, Chris Elliott

Dhruva	Interactive	
Glass	Egg	
3DCS	Team
Art Director

Steve Donovan
Producer

Chris Morland
Artists

Daniel Burns 
Daniel Hanwell 
Eddie Draper
Graham Potts
Marc Stewart
Robert Lancaster
Shaun Hollywood
Steve Hatchard
Tibor Toth

Microsoft	Team	Credits
Program Managers

Kathie Flood
Pieter Wycoff

Design
Chris Novak
Greg Murphy

Art Director
Tim Dean

Business Manager
Nick Dimitrov

User Experience
Kiki McMillan (Lead)
Dana Ludwig (Print Lead)
Beth Demetrescu
Laura Hamilton
Samantha Dougherty-Sindell
Doug Startzel •
Whitney Hills
John Peoples

Localization
Lief Thompson

Licensing
Frances King
Nick Mitchell
Michiko Tamura
Greg Langlais •
Tom Morgan •

Content Coordination
Jeff McCrory

User Research
Jerome Hagen

Product Management
Adam Kovach
Raja Subramoni
Annie Spencer (PR)

Audio
Kristofor Mellroth (Lead)
Ken Kato
Ken Caviezel
Keith Sjoquist •
Mark Price •

Test Team
Chris Shaules (Lead)
Adrian Brown
Ben Ahroni
Jami Johns
Jeremy Fischer
Kevin Dodd
Mark Grimm
Ram Alavalapati
Steve Larson
Catalina Ifrim •
Jake Jarvis •
Joseph Dunavant •
Morgan Hodge •

Infantry Test Team
Natahri Felton (Lead)
Bryce Donahue •
Cody Roesch •
Cory Blakslee •
Craig Prothman •
Holt Harper •
James Putnam •
John Sowinski •

Joshua Hansen •
Justin Moore •
Kenny Jackson •
Kristofer Johnson •
Matt Renne •
Mitch Sullivan-Biernoth •
Nick Hite •
Seth LaBrow •
Stacey Bell •
Steven Clements •
Steven Wright •
Victor Moore •
William Parkman •

Legal
Don McGowan
Sue Stickney
Elke Suber
Andy VanArsdel
Dan Lear
Maria Dellett

Contracts
Shari Maxwell
Bonnie Baker

Geopolitical Strategy
Paige Williams

Music
Peter Davenport
Lily Kohn
Naomi Hopkins
Cathryn Hopkins

Developer Support
Jeff Sullivan

SPECIAL	THANKS
Peter Moore, Shane Kim, Phil Spencer, Ken Lobb, Bonnie Ross, Frank Pape, Steven Kastner, Todd Stevens, 
Kevin Browne, David Hampton, Dennis Ries, LouAn Willams, Alfred Tan, Sébastien Motte, Josh Atkins, 
Danan Davis, Jorg Neumann, David C. Holmes, Dave Luehmann, Oliver Miyashita, Kevin Salcedo ,Shannon 
Loftis, Kiki Wolfkill, Tony Cox, Guy Whitmore, Greg B. Jones, Jimbo Pfeiffer, Matt Whiting, JoAnne Williams, 
Yasmine Nelson, Dan Greenawalt, Bill Giese, “The Members of ITEC,” Dan Amdur, Jen Martin, Jeff Bell, Dan 
Cawdrey, Steve Beinner, Mike Fischer, Robert Dekker, James Houlton, Guillaume Epps, Matthias Boudier, 
Isao Murayama, Marco Weber, Lindsay Meyers, Craig Davison, Laura Hentges, Linda Taylor, Nick Segger, 
Kathy Kim, Nasreen Shakir, Yan Zhao, Doug Griffin, Shawn Thornsberry, Molly Johnson, Phil Teschner, Pete 
Wong, Peit Baird, Bevin Jones, Ralph Bell, Ron Morse, Scott Cook, Bob Leenstra, Dave Freeman, Eastside 
MotoSports, Andy Nelson, Ian Jackson, Virgil Elings, The Chev Connection, Stan & Billi Trask, Craig Ludy, 
Richie Brose, Robert’s Motorsports, Larry Hunter, Ken Klickman, Tom & Dan Alpert, Kurt Russell, Randall 
Fehr, Tom Hall, Arun Sharma, Grant Strinden, Eric Schuh, Dennis Wixon, Jason Mangold, Dan Shaw, and 
the localization teams in Dublin, Japan, Korea, China, and Taiwan. Thank you to all of our automotive and 
motorcycle partners.

See the in-game credits for a complete 
list of PGR 4 team members.
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2005 GT, 1966 MKI GT40, 1968 Mustang GT Fastback, 1987 Sierra RS 500, 2005 Mustang, 
1963 Cortina, and the Ford Oval are registered trademarks owned and licensed by Ford Motor 
Company.
The brand Cosworth, emblems and body designs are trademarks and intellectual property of 
COSWORTH and are used under license to Microsoft Corporation.
GMC and the GMC Syclone are trademarks of General Motors Corporation and are used 
under license.
Gumpert and the Apollo names, emblems and body designs are trademarks and intellectual 
property of Gumpert Sportwagenmanufaktur GmbH and are used under license to Microsoft 
Corporation.
® C H-D, All Rights Reserved.
Honda®, “H” Logo®, NSX®, Honda and Wing Logo®, CBR®, RC161®, NR750™ names, 
emblems and body designs are trademarks and/or intellectual property rights of Honda Motor 
Co., Ltd. and used under license to Microsoft Corporation all rights reserved.
The Jaguar and Jaguar Leaper, the 1955 D Type, 1994 XJ 220 S and 2004 Jaguar JP1 are 
trademarks of Jaguar Cars Limited and are used under license.
Joss Supercar name, emblems and body designs are trademarks and intellectual property of 
Joss Developments Pty Ltd and are used under license to Microsoft Corporation.
Koenigsegg and CCX names, emblems and body designs are trademarks and/or intellectual 
property rights of Koenigsegg Automotive AB and used under license to Microsoft Corporation.
The trademarks, copyrights and design rights in and associated with the following Lamborghini 
vehicles are used under license from Lamborghini ArtiMarca S.p.A., Italy. The Lamborghini, 
Lamborghini with Bull and Shield Device, Murciélago, Countach, Diablo, Gallardo, Miura, 
Countach, and Concept M.
Lancia and Alfa Romeo are registered trademarks owned and licensed by Fiat Group 
Automobiles S.p.A.
Rocket Car R&D and the Rocket names, emblems and body designs are trademarks and 
intellectual property of Rocket Car R&D and are used under license to Microsoft Corporation.
Approved and Licensed Product of Group Lotus plc.
Produced under license of Ferrari S.p.A.. MASERATI, the Trident device, all associated logos 
and distinctive designs are trademarks of Ferrari S.p.A.. The body designs of Maserati cars 
are protected as Ferrari S.p.A. and Maserati S.p.A. property under trademark, design and 
trade dress regulations.
Mazda, MX-5 and RX-7 names, emblems and body designs are trademarks and/or intellectual 
property rights of Mazda Motor Corporation and used under license to Microsoft Corporation.
McLaren Group, McLaren F1 LM, and the Mercedes-Benz SLR McLaren are trademarks and 
intellectual property of McLaren Group Ltd., and are used under license.
DaimlerChrysler, Three Pointed Star in a Ring and Three Pointed Star in a Laurel Wreath 
and Mercedes-Benz are Trademarks of and licensed courtesy of DaimlerChrysler AG and are 
used under license to Microsoft Corporation.
MTT and the MTT Turbine Superbike names, emblems and body designs are trademarks and 
intellectual property of MTT and are used under license to Microsoft Corporation.
Mitsubishi, the names, emblems and body designs are trademarks and/or intellectual property 
rights of MITSUBISHI MOTORS CORPORATION and used under license to Microsoft 
Corporation.
MV Agusta and the Brutale 910 R and F4 Senna names, emblems and body designs are 
trademarks and intellectual property of MV Agusta S.p.A. and are used under license to 
Microsoft Corporation.
Norton and the 500 Manx names, emblems and body designs are trademarks and intellectual 
property of Norton Motorsports, Inc. and are used under license to Microsoft Corporation.

Pagani, Zonda S all associated logos, and the Zonda S distinctive designs are trademarks of 
Pagani Automobili S.p.A.
The JP1 vehicle names, emblems and body designs are trademarks and intellectual property 
of  MotorSport Vision Ltd. and are used under license to Microsoft Corporation.
GTR-1 Coupe, names, emblems and body designs are trademarks and intellectual property of 
Panoz Auto Development Company and are used under license to Microsoft Corporation.
Chrysler® is a registered trademark of DaimlerChrysler Company, LLC. Plymouth® Hemi® 
Cuda and its trade dress are used under license from DaimlerChrysler. ©DaimlerChrysler 
Company, LLC 2007.
Pontiac, Pontiac Arrowhead Emblrm and the 1983 Firebird are trademarks of General Motors 
Corporation and are used under license.
Radical SR3 Turbo and Radical SR9 LMP2 names, emblems and body designs are 
trademarks and intellectual property of Radical Motorsports, Ltd. and are used under license 
to Microsoft Corporation.
Ruf®, all of its vehicle names, their designs, logos, and the Ruf® Faszination Video are 
trademarks of RUF Automobile GmbH and are used under license to Microsoft Corporation.
Saleen®, all of its vehicle names, and their designs are registered trademarks of Saleen, Inc., 
and are used under license to Microsoft Corporation.
Shelby®’, ‘Carroll Shelby®’, ‘427 S/C®’ and ‘GT-500E™’ are the registered trademarks and/or 
intellectual properties of Carroll Shelby and Carroll Shelby Licensing, Inc. and are used by 
Microsoft Corporation under license.
The Spyker trademarks, logo’s and the Spyker C8 Laviolette LWB name, emblems and body 
designs are trademarks and intellectual property of Spyker Cars N.V. and are used under 
license to Microsoft Corporation.
SSC and the Ultimate Aero TT names, emblems and body designs are trademarks and 
intellectual property of Shelby SuperCars, L.L.C. and are used under license to Microsoft 
Corporation.
SUBARU trademarks and body designs are properties of Fuji Heavy Industries Ltd. and used 
under license to Microsoft Corporation.
“SUZUKI”, “S”, “GSX-R600”, “GSX1300R”, “Hayabusa”, and “GSX-R1000” are trademarks of 
Suzuki Motor Corporation and used under license.  This product is neither manufactured nor 
distributed by Suzuki Motor Corporation.
The Tesla Roadster, logo and all associated badges, emblems, body designs and other 
visual or identifying representations are the property of Tesla Motors, Inc. and are used under 
license.
Toyota, 2000GT, GT-One, Supra and all other associated marks, emblems and designs are 
intellectual property rights of Toyota Motor Corporation and used with permission.
Triumph and the Speed Triple and Trident names, emblems and body designs are trademarks 
and intellectual property of Triumph Designs Ltd. and are used under license to Microsoft 
Corporation.
The likenesses of the TVR Sagaris and TVR Typhon are used with permission, and are the 
propety of TVR Motors Company Ltd.
ULTIMA GTR names, emblems and body designs are trademarks and intellectual property of 
ULTIMA SPORTS LTD. and are used under license to Microsoft Corporation.
Vanwall and the Vanwall GPR V12 names, emblems and body designs are trademarks and 
intellectual property of Vanwall Cars Ltd. and the Dana Corporation and are used under 
license to Microsoft Corporation.
YAMAHA is a registered trademark and is used with the permission of Yamaha Motor Co., Ltd.
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Information in this document, including URL and other Internet Web site references, is subject 
to change without notice. Unless otherwise noted, the example companies, organizations, 
products, domain names, e-mail addresses, logos, people, places, and events depicted herein 
are fictitious, and no association with any real company, organization, product, domain name, 
e-mail address, logo, person, place, or event is intended or should be inferred. Complying with 
all applicable copyright laws is the responsibility of the user. Without limiting the rights under 
copyright, no part of this document may be reproduced, stored in or introduced into a retrieval 
system, or transmitted in any form or by any means (electronic, mechanical, photocopying, 
recording, or otherwise), or for any purpose, without the express written permission of  
Microsoft Corporation.
Microsoft may have patents, patent applications, trademarks, copyrights, or other intellectual 
property rights covering subject matter in this document. Except as expressly provided in any 
written license agreement from Microsoft, the furnishing of this document does not give you any 
license to these patents, trademarks, copyrights, or other intellectual property. 
The names of actual companies and products mentioned herein may be the trademarks of their 
respective owners.
Unauthorized copying, reverse engineering, transmission, public performance, rental, pay for 
play, or circumvention of copy protection is strictly prohibited.
© & p 2007 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Microsoft, the Microsoft Game Studios 
logo, PGR, Project Gotham Racing, TrueSkill, Xbox, Xbox 360, Xbox LIVE, and the Xbox logos 
are trademarks of the Microsoft group of companies.
Developed by Bizarre Creations Ltd. for Microsoft Corporation. Bizarre Creations and the 
Bizarre Creations logo are trademarks of Bizarre Creations Ltd.
“Shadow” by the Prodigy  
Written by Howlett/McLellan
p Cooking Vinyl (www.cookingvinyl.com) 
© 2007 EMI Music Publishing Ltd. & Notting Hill Music Inc.
Licensed courtesy of Cooking Vinyl.
All rights reserved. Used by permission.
The Nürburgring tracks, images and logos, are property of Nürburgring GmbH and are used 
under license.

Uses Bink Video. Copyright © 1997-2007 by RAD Game Tools, Inc.

This game was developed using SpeedTree technology. © 2002 Interactive Data Visualization, 
Inc. All rights reserved.

www.pgrnations.com

Limited	Warranty	For	Your	Copy	of	Xbox	Game	Software	
(“Game”)	Acquired	in	the	United	States	or	Canada
Warranty
Microsoft Corporation (“Microsoft”) warrants to you, the original purchaser 
of the Game, that this Game will perform substantially as described in the 
accompanying manual for a period of 90 days from the date of first purchase. 
If you discover a problem with the Game covered by this warranty within the 
90-day period, your retailer will repair or replace the Game at its option, free of 
charge, according to the process identified below. This limited warranty: (a) does 
not apply if the Game is used in a business or for a commercial purpose; and (b) 
is void if any difficulties with the Game are related to accident, abuse, virus or 
misapplication. 

Returns	within	90-day	period
Warranty claims should be made to your retailer. Return the Game to your 
retailer along with a copy of the original sales receipt and an explanation of the 
difficulty you are experiencing with the Game. At its option, the retailer will either 
repair or replace the Game. Any replacement Game will be warranted for the 
remainder of the original warranty period or 30 days from receipt, whichever is 
longer. If for any reason the Game cannot be repaired or replaced, you will be 
entitled to receive your direct (but no other) damages incurred in reasonable 
reliance but only up to the amount of the price you paid for the Game. The 
foregoing (repair, replacement or limited damages) is your exclusive remedy. 

Limitations
This limited warranty is in place of all other express or statutory warranties, 
conditions or duties and no others of any nature are made or shall be binding 
on Microsoft, its retailers or suppliers. Any implied warranties applicable to this 
Game or the media in which it is contained are limited to the 90-day period 
described above. TO THE FULL EXTENT ALLOWED BY LAW, NEITHER 
MICROSOFT, ITS RETAILERS OR SUPPLIERS ARE LIABLE FOR ANY 
SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL 
DAMAGES ARISING FROM THE POSSESSION, USE OR MALFUNCTION OF 
THIS GAME. THE FOREGOING APPLIES EVEN IF ANY REMEDY FAILS OF 
ITS ESSENTIAL PURPOSE. Some states/jurisdictions do not allow limitations 
as to how long an implied warranty lasts and/or exclusions or limitations of 
incidental or consequential damages so the above limitations and/or exclusions 
of liability may not apply to you. This limited warranty gives you specific rights, 
and you may also have other rights that vary from state/jurisdiction to state/
jurisdiction. 

For questions regarding this warranty contact your retailer or Microsoft at:
Xbox Product Registration 
Microsoft Corporation 
One Microsoft Way 
Redmond, WA 98052-9953  USA

In the U.S. or Canada, call 1-800-4MY-XBOX. TTY users: 1-866-740-XBOX.

XboXCusTomeR
suPPoRT
Technical support is available seven days a week including holidays. 

• In the U.S. or Canada, call 1-800-4MY-XBOX.   
TTY users: 1-866-740-XBOX.

• In Mexico, call 001-866-745-83-12.   
TTY users: 001-866-251-26-21.

• In Brazil, call 0800 891 9835.
• In Chile, call 1230-020-6001.
• In Colombia, call 01-800-912-1830.
For more information, visit us on the web at www.xbox.com.


